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Operant conditioning forms an association between a behavior and a consequence. Dogs learn, 

“If I do this in this situation, I will get that.” Operant conditioning forms the foundation of the various 

dog training techniques Pawsitive Experts Dog Trainers use. 

Understanding operant conditioning requires you to learn some new terminology. This 

terminology feels tricky at first because it gives new, different meanings to common words. The chart 

below helps to make sense of the terminology. 

 

 

 

Tip: Understanding learning theory requires you to rethink the words “positive” and “negative.” These 

words no longer mean “good” and “bad.” Positive means “giving or adding something.” Negative means 

“removing or taking something away.” 

Think of them as mathematical terms, rather than emotional terms. 
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Using the chart on the previous page, you can see:  

 Positive Reinforcement = add something the learner likes 

 Negative Punishment = remove something the learner like 

 Positive Punishment = add something the leaner dislikes 

 Negative Reinforcement = remove something the learner dislikes 

These are the Four Quadrants of Operant Conditioning. Operant Conditioning is a powerful learning tool 

because:  

 Reinforcement causes a behavior to be repeated (or increase in frequency). 

 Punishment causes a behavior to not be repeated (or decrease in frequency). 

The table below applies operant conditioning to Dog Training. 
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Tip: Punishment refers to anything that reduces how often a particular behavior is repeated. In fact, 

recent scientific research finds that adding physical or verbal corrections (even a light pulls on a flat 

buckle collar) stops the learning process. Punishment is a term which means the goal is to decrease a 

behavior from repeating. One of the best ways to manage a dog’s unwanted behavior is to simply ignore 

it (negative punishment). When a dog is ignored for displaying unwanted behavior, the dog has missed 

the opportunity to earn a reward. The pet parent (or Dog Trainer) must redirect the dog, encouraging 

the dog to perform a wanted behavior for which the dog will earn a reward! 

 


